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Abstract—Modern societies are increasingly dependent on
Critical Infrastructures (CIs) such as Smart Grids (SGs) and
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). Due to continuously
rising demands in terms of efﬁciency and capabilities, complex
control and monitoring strategies are employed. These in turn
rely on robust, high performance communication networks.
As CIs are distributed systems with diverging demands, the
deployment of individual networks is often too costly and time
consuming. Furthermore, the vast physical scope traditionally
results in unacceptably high end-to-end delays. Therefore, a
convergence of public and dedicated networks, as well as traditional Information and Communication Technology (ICT) with
Information Technology (IT), are considered key aspects of 5G
for addressing these challenges. Hence, this paper provides an
empirical evaluation of CI communication services on basis of
a Software-Deﬁned Networking (SDN) and Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) driven Edge Clouds (ECs) within a sliced
5G network. By shifting computing resources from the backbone
or back ofﬁce towards the network’s access level, ECs allow
for drastically reduced delays. Also, the trafﬁc load on several
layers of the communication infrastructure is reduced, as data
can be kept locally, i.e. close to the source. This is demonstrated
by shifting an ITS application from a central cloud to the EC.
Services are transferred step-wise and transparently, minimizing
interruptions while dynamically adapting to the backhaul’s
available data rate. The developed system is evaluated under
realistic trafﬁc conditions within a physical testing environment.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The ongoing shift to renewable energies, e.g. photovoltaics,
water or wind turbines, marks the transition to SGs. Similarly,
the emergence of connected and autonomous cars contributes
to the creation of ITS. These CIs place exacting demands
in terms of e.g. data rate, delays and robustness against failures or attacks on the underlying communication system. To
achieve this performance while fulﬁlling the required Quality
of Service (QoS) level on a single underlying infrastructure,
5G proposes network slicing. This technology, for which no
standard currently exists, allows the instantiation of virtual
networks on top of a shared physical infrastructure. Thereby,
such Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communication (uRLLC)
communications can utilize public networks, reducing costs
and deployment times. However, due to the large, spatial scope
of e.g., Smart Grids, data trafﬁc has to traverse great distances
and multiple infrastructure layers. This is shown in the lower
section of Figure 1, where devices of the different use cases
transmit their data for processing to the back ofﬁce or main
cloud. En route, access, aggregation and core networks have

to be passed. The same applies to the calculated responses,
therefore delays and thus reaction times are increased greatly.
Furthermore, the vast number of devices (e.g. cars, smart
meters) results in an amount of trafﬁc which may exceed
network capacity. Hence, this work proposes and analyses
SDN and NFV driven ECs. By processing data at a network’s
boundary, i.e., edge, end-to-end delays and core network
utilization are drastically reduced, as shown in the upper part
of Figure 1. Depending on the applications, robustness is also
improved, as failures in the backhaul do not affect services
deployed on an EC. The proposed solution approach integrates
network slicing with ECs to meet the speciﬁc requirements
of CI communications. SDN serves as orchestrator, detecting
potential overloads and mitigating them by transparently instantiating the appropriate Virtual Network Functions (VNFs)
on an EC. We present a comprehensive evaluation on basis of
a realistic ITS scenario. Through implementation in a physical
testing setup, meaningful performance data is provided.
The paper is structured as follows: First, an overview of
related work is given in Section II. Afterwards, Section III
discusses selected fundamentals of the employed technologies and methodologies. There, details of the developed EC
solution are also introduced. Next, Section IV provides a
description of the employed evaluation scenario and physical
testing environment. Performance ﬁgures and results obtained
on this basis are laid out in Section V. Lastly, a conclusion
and an outlook on future work complete this paper.
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Figure 1: Edge Clouds in Sliced 5G Communication Networks
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Related work can be categorized into two domains: EC
centric studies and those which focus on 5G network slicing. Particularly relevant for the purposes of this paper,
are works which address network slicing in wired communication infrastructures. Here, the surveys [1], [2], [3], [4]
and [5] agree on the importance of SDN as well as NFV
for implementing such solutions. A comprehensive review of
potential architectural concepts is also provided. Generally,
extensions of the OpenFlow (OF) proxy FlowVisor [6] are
regarded as possible approaches to network slicing and studied
via experimental evaluations. In this context, management [7],
security [8] as well as basic extensions to enable QoS [9] are
implemented and examined. In contrast, the system utilized in
this work achieves trafﬁc shaping, i.e. inter-slice QoS, and slice
isolation based on Hierarchical Token Bucket (HTB) queues.
Other prototypes of network slicing systems employing the
OpenDaylight controller [10] and are described in [11] and
[12]. Finally, works [13], [14], [15] and [16], [17] as well as
[18] conduct algorithmic, respectively theoretical studies. Yet,
many of these works concentrate on optimizing the chaining
of network functions within a slice, rather than enabling hard
service guarantees. However, the latter is exceptionally relevant for CI communications such as those within SGs and ITS.
Out of such reasoning this paper’s slicing solution is evaluated
within a physical testing setup and on basis of a realistic use
case scenario derived from real-world applications.
For ECs, also known as Edge Computing, the current state of
the art is e.g. surveyed by [19]. A widely discussed application
is the use of EC for content distribution and caching. E.g. [20]
present an edge service orchestration platform for webpages,
while others focus on optimization of established caching
strategies. This contrasts with the presented work, as CIs
are of great priority, highly delay sensitive and - due to
their interactive nature - rarely proﬁt from caching. The work
detailed in [21] utilizes SDN to provide ECs for Industrial
Internet of Things (IoT) environments. In the case of wireless
IoT sensors, energy consumption is a crucial factor. Therefore,
the authors strive to strike a balance between energy efﬁciency
and latency while maintaining the desired QoS level. While
insightful, the work is limited to an analytical evaluation.
Similarly, [22] survey different cloud technologies for enabling
future IoT applications. In consequence, a good overview is
given, while no quantitative results are achieved. Migrating
running services from a main cloud or back ofﬁce server to
an EC is studied by [23]. Different, pre-existing state migration
schemes are contrasted with a novel strategy on the example of
a latency sensitive game. Meanwhile, as e.g. SGs lack mobility
applications can be pre-deployed at a network’s edge nodes,
effectively avoiding such delays entirely. In summary, the
combination of a challenging real-world application such as
CI communication, network slicing and SDN-driven ECs, is a
relevant ﬁeld of study. Yet, empirical performance observations
are mostly limited to a subset of technologies. Hence, we focus
on a comprehensive implementation and evaluation.

III. S OFTWARE -D EFINED N ETWORKING AND N ETWORK
F UNCTION V IRTUALIZATION BASED 5G E DGE C LOUDS
This section provides a brief discussion of the requirements
imposed by CIs. Afterwards, the developed Edge Cloud architecture and its underlying technologies are introduced.
A. Critical Infrastructure Communication Requirements
Due to the critical importance of their services CIs deﬁne
strict requirements in terms of the underlying ICT. Particularly
exacting demands are deﬁned in the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)’s standard 61850 [24]. It is crucial
for substation monitoring, control and protection services as
the share of ﬂuctuating, renewable power generation in SGs
rises. The message types Sampled Values (SV) and Generic
Object Oriented Substation Events (GOOSE) are employed
for sending measurements and events, respectively. Both are
directly encapsulated into IEEE 802.3 Ethernet frames, with
packet sizes between 64 and 1518Bytes. Depending on the
service, maximum end-to-end latencies range from 3ms to
20ms, regardless of failures, with 4, 000 to 12, 800 packets
per second. Hence, SG trafﬁc can be categorized as uRLLC.
ITS provide the main evaluation scenario of this work, constituting a safety-critical infrastructure. As vehicles become
increasingly connected and road trafﬁc shifts towards higher
degrees of automation, more Floating Car Data (FCD) is
generated. It contains status data including vehicle speed,
location or direction of travel. This information can be shared
among vehicles or be transmitted to Roadside Units (RSUs).
From there it is transferred to back ofﬁces, allowing for
analysis and road trafﬁc optimization to e.g. reduce accidents.
Packet sizes, formats, etc., are not yet standardized. Hence, we
resort to values from literature [25]. Due to their requirements,
ITS and SGs stand to beneﬁt greatly from slicing and ECs.
B. An NFV and SDN driven Approach to Edge Clouds
ITS as well as SGs are dependent on pervasive, robust
communication infrastructures. As dedicated networks are associated with high costs and lengthy deployment times, slicing
is considered a suitable alternative. Through virtualization of
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Figure 3: Testing Setup for Software-Deﬁned Networking Driven Edge Clouds in Intelligent Transportation Systems
network resources, it enables trafﬁc isolation, hard service
guarantees and ﬂexible generation of necessary topologies. In
the scope of this paper, we focus on enabling the two former
aspects in backhaul networks, by combining SDN and NFV.
SDN decouples the control plane (e.g. determination of routes)
from physical packet forwarding, i.e. the data plane. Thereby,
the decision process is centralized in so-called SDN controllers, which conﬁgure forwarding elements (i.e. switches)
via the de-facto standard OF protocol [26]. NFV follows
a similar paradigm, by shifting traditionally fully integrated
functionalities from hard- to software components. However,
it is broader in scope as network services such as ﬁrewalls,
load balancers, intrusion detection systems and more are
virtualized. Thus, such VNFs can be run on Commercial OffThe-Shelf (COTS) server hardware, allowing for their ﬂexible
deployment and upgrade independent of physically changing
the communication infrastructure. Both SDN and NFV also
form the basis for the proposed EC for CI communication architecture, which is depicted in Figure 2. Our Software-deﬁned
Universal Controller for Communications in Essential SystemS (SUCCESS) controller, originally forked from Floodlight
[27] and speciﬁcally tailored to CI requirements, is enhanced
with slicing [28] and EC capabilities. It provides Management
and Orchestration (MANO) functionalities to dynamically
deploy VNFs across the communication infrastructure’s host
platforms. Slices are created, by establishing dedicated, per
slice queues, thus enabling stable trafﬁc prioritization. These
virtual infrastructures are each being handled by their own
controller, allowing for independent conﬁguration by their
respective owners. Further details of the employed slicing
approach can be found in [28]. For providing EC services, new
and existing trafﬁc ﬂows are continuously monitored by a ﬂow
inspector module. If a VNF capable of processing the ﬂow
exists, the host closest to the trafﬁc source is located. Based

on this data, the VNF MANO module starts and conﬁgures
the appropriate, virtualized service on the EC host. Also,
a re-routing of the affected ﬂow to this new destination is
triggered. Thereby, shifting data processing from the back
ofﬁce or main cloud to an EC is fully transparent to the client
application. Through this, load on the backhaul is reduced,
freeing up network resources. Hence, failures or overloads
in the core have no impact on CI services running on ECs.
Further, use cases can scale beyond the backhaul’s capability
to carry trafﬁc, or data rate allocated for slices can be reduced,
lowering costs for leasing network capacity. Another beneﬁt
are decreased delays, enabled by the reduced physical distance
between data sources / sinks and processing. The ability to
ﬂexibly instantiate services is another crucial factor, affording
network users the option to adapt, scale and react rapidly
to changes in a use case’s demand or application proﬁle.
Thus, the requirements of CI operators without dedicated
communication infrastructure, as given in the previous section,
are addressed on shared, public networks. Moreover, trafﬁc
ﬂows are sent via slices, according to their priority. This
is possible, as traditional switches have been replaced by
COTS hosts, on which virtualized data planes are deployed
as VNFs. SDN controllers handling individual slices are also
realized as VNF. Thereby, a fully virtualized communication
infrastructure is created. In consequence, this concept follows
the paradigm shift towards softwarized networks, which is a
foundation of future 5G networks [29]. Overall, it can be said
that ECs are a key component to achieving the 1ms end-toend delay requirement as deﬁned by 5G and contribute to
the evolution of communication networks beyond the classical
role of purely transmitting data. An example for utilizing the
proposed EC for CI communication solution in the context of
ITS is given by Figure 3. It serves as basis for our empirical
evaluation and is described in detail in the following Section.

IV. T ESTING E NVIRONMENT
E VALUATION S CENARIOS

AND

The scenario and testing setup employed for evaluating the
proposed EC solution are introduced in the following sections.
A. Physical Testing Environment
Components of the physical testing setup are as follows.
Five identical COTS servers, each equipped with an Intel
Xeon D-1518 Central Processing Unit (CPU) (four 2.2GHz
cores), 16GB of RAM and six 1GBase-T Ethernet ports via
two Network Interface Cards (NICs) (two: Intel I210, four:
Intel I350). Ubuntu Server 16.04.3 LTS (v4.13.0-32-generic
x86-64 Kernel) is used as Operating System (OS). As depicted
by Figure 3, one device acts as video trafﬁc source, with
another server conﬁgured as back ofﬁce / main cloud host. Two
computers form the sliced communication network, with one
hosting the EC and the other tasked with switching. The SDN
MANO (Ryu v4.19 [30]) and slice controllers (SUCCESS)
are deployed on the remaining device. A separate out-ofband control network (dashed lines) avoids interference of
data and management planes. Virtual switches utilize Open
vSwitch (OVS) (v2.5.2) [31], while the analyzed ITS use
case employs OpenCV (v2.4.8), Flask (v1.0.2) and OpenALPR
(v2.3.0). All software components are deployed as containerbased (Docker 18.03.1-CE) VNFs. For studying slicing, User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) trafﬁc is generated with iperf2
(v.2.0.10 [32]) to recreate real-world communication patterns.
B. Smart Intersection Based Evaluation Scenario
Figure 3 shows an ITS’ urban smart intersection, as implemented and evaluated within the testing environment. While
connected or autonomous cars commonly have the ability to
communicate either directly or via RSUs with other vehicles,
this option is currently not available to all road users. For
example, the depicted Bus may not be aware of the conventional car on the left, due to an obstructed line-of-sight. By
utilizing cameras with a full view of the crossing, data for
avoiding accidents is gathered and used for informing vehicles
or switching trafﬁc lights. We replicate the camera’s output
by streaming a previously captured 3840∗2160 Pixel video
at 60 Hz with a mean bit rate of 32.76 Mbps. It is sent to
the back ofﬁce for processing, thereby determining position,
number and the road trafﬁc’s vector of travel. Results can be
sent to the RSU (not included in the test setup) to inform
vehicles of the intersection’s status and obstacles. Once the
EC is activated, the SDN controller detects and shifts the
ﬂow to the host closest to the data trafﬁc source. There it
can be partially processed by extracting and sending video
key frames to the back ofﬁce, thus reducing backhaul load.
In case a further reduction in data rate is desired, the entire
processing (e.g. vehicle detection, etc.) is performed within
the EC. Hence, failures of the back ofﬁce or backhaul have
no impact on the ITS, as these network parts are only relevant
for statistics collection instead of critical road safety. The
evaluation focuses on end-to-end and VNF instantiation delays
as well as core network load in a sliced EC-driven network.

V. E VALUATION R ESULTS
In this Section, a comprehensive evaluation of the developed
EC is given within a sliced CI communication network.
A. Slicing for Critical Infrastructure Communications
Table I provides an overview of slices deployed across
the implemented testing setup depicted by Figure 3. Three
slices are used to isolate ITS, SGs and other best effort data
trafﬁc from one another. Both CIs are categorized as uRLLC
5G services, with hard minimum data rate guarantees of 50
respectively 30 Mbps. FCD and IEC 61850 are used for
recreation of realistic CI application trafﬁc. Figure 4 shows
results obtained on basis of these parameters for a single
physical link of the backhaul. The plot is divided into the
left part, without slicing, and the right section, with slicing. In
both cases, best effort trafﬁc is sent with the maximum link
data rate. Once ITS packets enter the network at 10s, both
applications compete for resources. Accordingly, a ﬂuctuation
of both ﬂows is observed, while the more critical FCD does
not achieve the desired 50 Mbps. Shortly afterwards, at around
20s SG IEC 61850 packets are also transmitted via the link
under test. This service also does not achieve its required
minimum data rate, despite being of higher priority. Best effort
as well as the critical ITS service lose some link capacity to
the newly added ﬂow. Thus, such a setup would not be suitable
to meet the demands of CI communications. Activating slicing
mitigates these issues, as shown on the ﬁgure’s right. At ∼45s
an ITS ﬂow starts, stably achieving its guaranteed bit rate.
Lower priority best effort packets only receive link access once
all higher priority slices are addressed. The same behavior is
observed at ∼55s, with stable SG power line protection trafﬁc.
Requirements are fulﬁlled and only the lowest priority service,
i.e. best effort, is affected. It is to be noted, that an appropriate
assignment of network resources to slices is assumed (c.f.
[28]). Higher priority slices like CIs may displace those of
lower priority, if it is the only option to fulﬁl guarantees. This
is to be considered when dimensioning slices and deﬁning
Service Level Agreements (SLAs). All subsequent results
have been obtained within an ITS slice, providing appropriate
prioritization and isolation of this critical infrastructure’s data.
B. Edge Cloud Enabled Communication Networks
First, we study the shift from main to edge clouds, for
processing of the intersection’s video feed. Figure 5 gives the
delays incurred for the individual steps of this action. The
SDN controller’s monitoring takes a mean of 2.7 s (median:
Table I: Slices and Trafﬁc Flows of the CI Comm. Scenario
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Figure 6: Data Rate Reductions in Backhaul Networks via
Incremental Main to Edge Cloud Transition for ITS Services

2412 ms) to detect network congestion (e.g. caused by adding
another video stream to an inadequately conﬁgured slice).
This value mainly results from the 1 s network statistics
polling frequency, constituting the lowest value accepted by
our switches. Depending on when measurements occur relative
to the start of the congestion, two CDF peaks result (c.f. ﬁrst
violin). Also, two measurement samples are used to avoid
deploying ECs for ﬂows with only short bursts in data rate.
Subsequently, or if the move to an EC is triggered manually,
the SDN MANO controller starts the pre-deployed VNF on the
host, which it identiﬁes as closest to the trafﬁc source. After
764 ms (median: 762 ms) the start-up phase is completed.
Next, existing routes are recalculated. This is implemented to
optimize network utilization for those ﬂows, which previously
shared links with ITS trafﬁc. Also, the virtualized switch
on the EC host is conﬁgured to interface with the newly
created VNF. These actions take 1208 ms (median: 1211 ms)
to complete. After another 41 ms (median: 33 ms) calculated
routing updates are installed on the network’s switches to
forward the video stream to the EC for processing. Thus, the
transition is completed. Outliers are a result of the employed
SDN controller, which is based on the Java programming
language. Its so-called garbage collection causes intermittent
pauses in which computer memory allocation is managed,
contributing to the observed delay spikes. Due to the design of

the studied ITS service, it is possible to only partially ofﬂoad
processes to the EC. This is illustrated by Figure 6, which
highlights the resulting, signiﬁcant reductions in backhaul data
rate requirements. Initially, the entire video stream of the smart
urban intersection is sent to the main cloud, i.e. back ofﬁce.
By activating the EC at 38 s, the VNF extracts key frames,
compresses, and sends them for processing across the network.
This reduces the average utilized data rate from 32.76 Mbps to
7.28 Mbps. Another option is to extract the relevant data (e.g.
direction of the vehicles’ travel) directly within the EC. Hence,
at 145 s only status reports are sent to the back ofﬁce, while
the ITS service itself is fully EC-based. Effectively, a further
reduction in data rate to just 0.01% is achieved, with just 1.16
kbps of non-critical backhaul trafﬁc. While the ﬁrst option, i.e.
transmitting compressed key frames, reduces network load, no
end-to-end delay gains can be achieved. Therefore, the most
sensible action to fulﬁll the ITS use case’s requirements, is to
rely on a fully EC-based service. In this case, vehicles and
trafﬁc lights receive intersection status updates more quickly.
As the video stream is processed in close physical proximity
to road users, factors which contribute to end-to-end delay
(e.g. signal propagation, network hops) are reduced. Figure 7
illustrates this, by contrasting results measured for running
the ITS service with and without EC. Despite the limited
scope of our physical testing setup, delay is reduced by 110 μs.
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Critically, without an EC some outliers exceed the 1 ms mark.
This is not acceptable for 5G communication networks, as this
leaves no headroom for adding an air interface (in this case an
RSU). In contrast, our proposed EC solution utilizes just short
of 0.5 ms in the worst case, leaving roughly the same time for
radio transmission. It is to be noted, that all measurements are
repeated a minimum of 50 times to achieve sufﬁcient statistical
conﬁdence. Moreover, testing equipment is synchronized via
the Precision Time Procotol (PTP) [33], with a mean clock
deviation of 16 μs and 152 μs at maximum.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
This work introduces an approach to EC-based CI communication in shared 5G infrastructures. By harnessing SDN and
NFV, we develop an EC MANO scheme, that is integrated
with network slicing. A real-world application scenario is
derived on basis of the exacting performance requirements of
SGs and ITS. This is then empirically evaluated in a laboratory
testing setup. Results show a signiﬁcant reduction in backhaul
trafﬁc as well as end-to-end delay by shifting to EC-based
services. Meanwhile, network slices are shown to enable hard
service guarantees, achieving the desired QoS in terms of
data rate. Transition delay between main and edge cloud is
minimized, allowing the shift to occur without affecting applications. Due to an optimized SDN-centric control process,
EC deployment is shown to be fully transparent to end users.
Future work will aim to provide a fully 5G compliant solution,
by integrating an EC-based mmWave radio. Moreover, implementation in scope of a physical SG demonstrator is targeted.
Thereby results would be veriﬁed within another CI, based on
physical components of the electrical grid.
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